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[Answer question no. One (1) & an):"four (4) from the rest]

1. A bag contains 8 white and 6 red balls. Find the probability of drawing 2 5+5=10
red balls of the same colour.

A bag contain 5 red and 10 black balls. Now eight of these balls are
placed in another bag. What is the probability that the new ball contains
2 Red and 6lack balls.

2. Find the Laplace transform of t2 e+cost and
1 -t-9 5+5=10

t

3. State and prove Green's theorem in a plane 10

4. Find the Fourier transform of [eX) = t. [x] < 1
= 0, [x] > 1

4+2+4
=10

roo sin s
Also evaluate Jo -,5- ds. Prove Modulation theorem.

5. Let F(t) have period T>Oso hat F(t+T)=F(t), then
foroG -stF(t)dt

L{f(t)} .' Show that
l-e-st

ZaaL{sinat - at cosat} = --
(52 + a.2)

5+5=10



6. If F=3xyi-} 2j, evaluate Ie F. dr where C is the curve in the XY

plane y = 2X2 from (0,0) to (1,2). Find the work done when a force

F = (X2 - .,2 + x)i- (2xy+ y)jmoves a particle in XY
2plane from (0,0) to (1,1) along the parabola y = X.

7. Find the Z transform of

sin(3n+ 5) and

8. If f = It i + fzj + f3 k is a differentiable vector point function,
then

fJfa flfz)' (af:J.. afa),., (atz at1.) k
curlf=(--- L+ ,--- ) + --- '.

8y oz az ax ax ay
Apply Divergence theorem to evaluate

ffs [eX +z)dydz + 6r +z)dxdz + (x + y)dxdy] where S is the

surface of the sphere X2 + y2 + zz. = 4

==***==

5+5=10

5+5=10

5+5=10
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Choose the correct an slYer from the followin~:

1. The Laplace transform of rn is
a. 71 n!

s
b. n!

sn 1
d. one of them

2. The Z transform of nP, p being a positive integer
a. r1 . 1

-Z-l Z(nP- )
(Z

b. d
z-Z(nP+1)

dz

c.z

d.np

3. If Z (u.,) = U (Z), then we have

a. Z(a-tZun) = U(az)
b. Z(Q-'~1in) = U(1)
c. Z(a-nu

ll
) = U(zja)

d. Z(u-fl.u"'n) = Vert,)

()
2zz +5z +14

If U Z = ( , then U..,is
z-l) -

a. 1
b. 2

4.

c.3
d.O

5. The value of 1L-pr is

a. ncr n r2
crc.

b. n T!Cr d. None of these

2017112

1x20=20

6. The number of permutations of all the letters of the word ENGINEERING
a. 36250 c. 297840
b. 277200 d. 7666340

7. The mean and standard deviation of a bi.nomial distribution is :
a. r:;;::::;:.n - p and npq c. np and V np q
b. np and npq d. None of these

8. By convolution theorem of Z transformation if Z-l [U(z)] = '1.1/1 and

Z-l[V(Z)] = ll.nthen Z-l[U(Z)V(Z)] is equal to

n c. U xv
d. None of theseb. uv

9. The probability of r successes in a binomial distribution is
a. PCr) = nCrpTq1'l. c. Per) = nCrplt-7'qN-r

d. Per)' = nc.•.pl'qr
b. per) = nc~.pr q11.-r I

10. The Z transform of (n + 1)2 is

Z z2(2Z)
(Z - 1)2

a. c.
Z-l
z2(2Z + 1)b.

(z - 1)3

11. If r = sin t i + cost j + tlc. then Idrj. is
dt

d. z

a. -{3
b. 4

c. .J2
d.1

12. If f and g are two scalar point function, then f 119 + BIl f is

a. V. (fg)
b. V X. (fg)

c. V (fg)

d. fAg

13. A vector V is said to be solenoidal
a. Div V= 1
b. curl V=O

c. curl v =1
d. div V=O



a. V.[ = 0
b. V x f = 0
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14. A vector f is said to be irrotational if

c. Vf = 0
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Duration: 20 Minutes
d. None of these

15. Suppose V is the volume bounded by a closed pieciewise smooth surface S. Suppose
Fex,}" z) is a vector function of position which is continuous and has continuous first

partial derivatives in V. Then, JJJ~ V. Fds = J1 F. tuls where n is the outward

drawn unit normal vector to S is
a. Green's Theorem c. Hermite's formula
b. Divergence theorem of Gauss d. Gradient

16. For half range cosine series, we have
a. aN = 0, b; = 0
b. bn = 0, an =F 0

Course:
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Enrollment No: Course code:

c. an = 0, bn = 0
d. None of these Course Title:

17. A function F(x) in Fourier series is even if

I

a. 1 F(x)d:t = 0
-1

b. r F(x)dx = 2
"-1

C. f' F(x)dx = J'F(X)dX
-I 0

Session : ~.QJ7:-J~ . Date: .._ ... _-------------------------------------------

d. f'F(X)dX=2J!F(X)dx
-, 0 ....................... . .'fustructlons'/duldeImes .

18. The function F(x) is called the inverse Fourier sine transform of Is (S) l. e
F(X) = Fs-l{fs.(S)} is equal to

d. None of these

~ The paper contains twenty (20) / ten (10) questions.

~ Students shall tick (./) the correct answer.

~ Students have to submit the Objective Part (Part-A) to the invigilator just after

completion of the allotted time from the starting of examination.

a. 2 r."- fs(s)sinsxds
J[ _0

b. !!. r fsCs)sin.sxds
2 Jo

fU fsCs)sinsxds
c. 0 ~ No marks shall be given for overwrite / erasing.

19. The relation between Fourier and Laplace transform is
a. F(t) = L-1{cp(t)} c. F{F(t)} = L{cp(t)

b. L{!p(t)} = F-1{F(t) d.lP(t) = L

20. The distribution function F(x) of the discrete variate X is defined by

a. F(x) = 2::~1p(Xj) c. F(x) = 1

b. F(x) = 0 d. None of these
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